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Manufacturing business has always been a lucrative field for the people globally. Initially it demands

reasonable investment but once it is established it fetches heavy consistent profits. However selecting

a good manufacturing business idea is key for the success of the business. There are various

manufacturing business ideas across the world where one can start.

Projects: - Project Reports & Profiles

Best startup business ideas means a lot to your startup business growth. People today follow their

dreams and choose their passion over money. They are always in search of best startup business

ideas which can feed their passion. Product manufacturing is an evergreen business globally. And

this is one of the most lucrative sector revenue-wise. Here we put a list of few most profitable

manufacturing Businesses you can start on your own.

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
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Calcium & Zinc Stabilizer (Ca-Zn) Production for Pipe and Foam Board Application

Stabilizers are added to PVC to allow its processing and to enhance its resistance especially in

outdoor applications, weathering and warmth ageing and have a crucial influence on the physical

properties of PVC finished articles. Factors like process technology involved, technical requirements

of PVC outcome, regulatory requirements and price, influence the selection of the stabilizer used.

Calcium-based stabilizers (including Ca-Zn ones) are now largely utilized in wires and cables, in

window and technical profiles (also foamed ones), and in any sort of pipes (such as soil and sewer

pipes, foam core pipes, pressure pipes, corrugated pipes, land drainage pipes and cable ducting) also

because the corresponding fittings.

Related Projects: - Chemicals (Organic, Inorganic, Industrial) Projects

The use of calcium/zinc stabilizer systems has been common in PVC. Due to the characteristics of

calcium/zinc stabilized materials they're widely utilized in many flexible and rigid PVC applications.

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
https://niir.org/profile-project-reports/profile/4794/calcium-zinc-stabilizer-for-pipe-foam-board-application.html
https://niir.org/profile-project-reports/profiles/chemicals-organic-inorganic-industrial-projects/z,,2e,0,a/index.html


This sort of stabilizing system can give products which have a high degree of clarity, good mechanical

and electrical properties, excellent organoleptic properties and good outdoor weather ability. It’s very

efficient solid Ca-Zn heat stabilizer for cable insulation. It provides outstanding initial colour, colour

retention and future heat stability in white or lightly pigmented cables. It imparts excellent electrical

properties and heat ageing.

Related Videos: - Chemicals (Organic, Inorganic, Industrial)

The global metallic separate market size was valued at USD 3,017.7 million in 2016. The U.S. metallic

separate market size was recorded at USD 263.9 million in 2016 and is anticipated to grow at a CAGR

of over 3% from 2017 to 2025. There are various product types in the industry, including ones based

on zinc, calcium, aluminum, and magnesium. The others segment includes, sodium and lithium

stearates. The demand for the product in various applications, such as plastics, rubber,

pharmaceutical, cosmetics, building & construction, and paints & coatings has increased over the

years, and is expected to expand in major markets such as China and India.

Related Books: - Chemical Technology (Organic, Inorganic, Industrial), Fine Chemicals
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL61bSU5tvb-XCyFuPHXJUDbk21wUkhkA6
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Business Plan of Copper Wire Manufacturing (Wire Drawing & Enameling)

Copper is definitely stretched, molded, and shaped; is resistant to corrosion; and conducts heat and

electricity efficiently. As a result, copper was important to early humans and continues to be a cloth

of choice for a spread of domestic, industrial, and high-technology applications today. Presently,

copper is used in building construction, power generation and transmission, electronic product

manufacturing, and therefore the production of commercial machinery and transportation vehicles.

Copper wiring and plumbing are integral to the appliances, heating and cooling systems, and

telecommunications links used a day in homes and businesses. Copper is an important component

within the motors, wiring, radiators, connectors, brakes, and bearings utilized in cars and trucks.

Related Projects: - Wire and wire products and Projects

Copper wire is largely used these days and will still be used for a long time in the future:-

The wires made from copper are resistant corrosion. Although at times, there might appear some

patina due to oxidation, but it will not have any effect on its functionality.
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Copper being a ductile metal, can be easily used for producing wires of any thickness. Even wires that

are thinner than the strands of hair can be formed with it. Another remarkable quality about the wires

is that it can be easily twisted or bent according to the need, without being bothered about breakage.

These qualities make it extremely versatile. It is the reason that you will see thick copper wires used in

electrical cables while thinner wires are being used in headphone.

Related Books: - BOOKS & DATABASES

Safety is another remarkable strength of copper wires. It doesn’t melt easily, making it safe. In case of

electrical surge, fluctuation or overload the wires will not melt away. It reduces the any probability of

fire break. This feature gives it an edge over other wires present in the market.

The copper wires are easy to recycle; it is a major advantage as everybody is very much concerned

about saving the environment. All products that are manufactured using copper or have the metal in it

can be recycled by re-smelting. It makes it reusable, renewable and economically viable resource.

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
https://www.niir.org/books/
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Copper wire is used in power generation, power transmission, power distribution,

telecommunications, electronics circuitry, and countless sorts of electrical equipment. Copper and its

alloys also are wont to make electrical contacts. Electrical wiring in buildings is that the most vital

marketplace for the copper industry.

Copper wires have better thermal and electrical properties than other wires. Copper is about 25 per

cent more conductive than others, accounting for better cooling and increased power rating and a

main factor to the event of high performance, high power and fine-pitch devices using smaller-

diameter copper wire to accommodate smaller pad sizes. Higher electrical conductivity results in less-

heat generation and a better speed.

Related Videos: - Wire & Cable Projects

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL61bSU5tvb-Uvb7Gr72z_dvuDDUY5sOQb
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The growing demand for power, light and communication has kept a high demand for cables and

wires, which constitute roughly 40% of India’s electrical industry. Wires and cables play a significant

role in every aspect of infrastructural growth and finds extensive usage and applications across

variety of industries. Wire and cables demand is directly dependent on the expansion of the

manufacturing industry and infrastructure within the power, telecommunications, residential and

commercial sectors. Thus the government’s initiatives on various fronts like – power, housing,

infrastructure and digitization are sure to generate a lot of business for the wire and cable industry in

foreseeable future. The global winding wire market size was valued at USD 25.6 billion in 2018 and is

expected to witness a revenue-based CAGR of 3.7% from 2019 to 2025. Rising demand for the

product from the energy sector is the significant factor driving the market for winding wire.

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/


Egg Shell Powder Business Plan

Eggshells contain around 900mg of elemental calcium (calcium that can be absorbed by our body) and

it is found in the form of Calcium Carbonate. It also contains other microelements like boron,

magnesium, manganese, copper, iron, molybdenum, sulfur, zinc, etc. Egg shell may be a solid waste,

with production of several tons per day. Eggshell is usually sent to the landfill with a high

management cost. It’s economical to rework the egg shell waste to make new values from these waste

materials. The eggshell wastes could convert to a) biodiesel production as solid base catalyst to use for

biodiesel production, pollutants minimization, reducing the production costs of biodiesel and making

the method to supply biodiesel fully, ecologically and friendly, b) absorbent of heavy metals from

wastewater as serious environmental problem within the ecosystem, c) biomaterial so as to bone tissue

replacements thanks to the increase within the number of patients, d) fertilizer and calcium

supplement as nutrition for human, animals, plants, etc. Numbers of research articles are included

during this review, which describe a methodical growth in this subject matter.

Related Projects: - Livestock Farming, Development (Cow, Sheep, Pig, Goat, Buffalo, Rabbit),

Poultry, Dairy Farming, Cattle Rearing
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https://niir.org/profile-project-reports/profile/4792/eggshell-powder.html
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Benefits & Uses of Eggshell Powder:-

 Makes Face Glow and Radiant

 Makes Hair Grow and Glossy

 Can be used as Fertilizer

 As a Calcium Supplement

 As Teeth Whitener

 For Skin Treatment

 Clear Up Your Skin

 Powerful Cleaner

 Better Tasting Coffee

 Laundry Whitener

Related Books: - Livestock Farming, Development (Sheep, Pig, Goat, Rabbit), Poultry Farming

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
https://niir.org/books/books/livestock-farming-development-sheep-pig-goat-rabbit-poultry-farming-animal-cattle-poultry-feed-fodder-fisheries-aquaculture-fish-meat-pork-processing/z,,a,1e,0,a/index.html
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The eggshell membrane powder market is expected to grow at a CAGR of ~13% during the forecast

period 2019-2029. The pet food supplement industry is an emerging industry, as consumers are

becoming fonder of their pets and take proper care of their nutrition. In order to ensure that their pets

get adequate nutrients, consumers prefer pet food supplements that are organic and natural, to avoid

any adverse effects on pets. Egg membrane protein powder is mainly used in pet supplements to

reduce bone disorders and comfort them in case of seasonal allergies. Hence, this evolving demand for

pet supplements is driving the global egg membrane protein powder market.

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/


Production of 7-Aminocephalosporanic Acid (7-ACA) –

Active Pharma Ingredient

7-ACA (7-aminocephalosporanic acid) is the core chemical structure for the synthesis of cephalosporin

antibiotics and intermediates. It can be obtained by chemo enzymatic hydrolysis of cephalosporin C.

Cephalosporin’s a large group of β-lactam antibiotics, contain a 7-aminocephalosporanic acid (7-ACA)

nucleus which springs from cephalosporin C, and substitutions of chemical groups or modifications of

7-ACA side-chains leading to varying pharmacologic properties and antimicrobial activities,

development of useful antibiotic agents, also.

Related Videos: - Pharmaceutical, Drugs, Fine Chemicals, Bulk Drug Intermediates,

Pharmaceutical Drugs, Pharma Drug Ingredients Intermediates, Pharmaceutical Bulk Drugs

Cephalosporin C obtained by fungus fermentation are often transformed to 7-ACA by two-step or one

step enzymatically conversion process. The foremost important step in 7-ACA downstream process is

represented by its separation from enzymatically produced reaction mixture. Among the used methods

new separation techniques are developed and applied to bio separations, like reactive extraction and

per traction which have considerable potential.
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API market based on synthesis is further divided into synthetic API, Biotech API and HPAPI.

Synthetic API holds major share in 2018 and is anticipated to grow at a mid-single digit CAGR from

2018 to 2025.

Related Projects: - Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API) Products, Bulk API Manufacturing

the most important factors driving the synthetic chemical API market are patent expiration of synthetic

(small molecule drugs), increasing number of small molecules in clinical trials, increasing outsourcing

by the pharmaceutical companies, CMOs investments to expand manufacturing facilities, rise in

incidence of chronic and age-related diseases, rapid climb in oncology market, technological

advancement like cryogenic and continuous flow manufacturing. Supported the customer, the

synthetic API is further divided into branded API and generic API. Branded API accounted the most

important share in 2018 and is anticipated to grow at a mid-single digit CAGR from 2018 to 2025.

Generic API is predicted to grow at a high single digit CAGR from 2018 to 2025, because of Patent

expiry of blockbuster drugs, rising healthcare expenses, increasing outsourcing and shift towards the

generic medicines led by the government initiatives.

Related Books: - Pharmaceutical, Drugs, Proteins Technology Handbooks
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https://niir.org/profile-project-reports/profiles/active-pharmaceutical-ingredient-api-products-bulk-api-manufacturing/z,,e6,0,a/index.html
https://niir.org/books/books/pharmaceutical-drugs-proteins-technology-handbooks/z,,a,12,0,a/index.html
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IT Park - Business Investment Opportunities in IT 

(Information Technology) Park

Information technology (IT) is the use of computers to store, retrieve, transmit, and manipulate data

or information. IT is typically used within the context of business operations as opposed to personal

or entertainment technologies. IT is considered to be a subset of information and communications

technology (ICT). An information technology system (IT system) is generally an information system, a

communications system, or, more specifically speaking, a computer system – including all hardware,

software, and peripheral equipment – operated by a limited group of users.

Related Projects: - Infrastructure projects

More importantly, the Indian IT sector is one among the most important and fastest growing markets

and has led the economic transformation of the country. The IT sector has also created significant

demand for specialized real-estate development which will cater to the specific requirements of the

industry.
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The market size of India’s IT-BPM sector is expected to grow to US$ 350 billion by 2025 and BPM is

expected to account for US$ 50-55 billion out of the total revenue. The Information technology as an

industry today occupies a strategic place in Indian economy and business. Its origin and growth in

India have been phenomenal during the last two decades. Not only the economic and business

environment has undergone a change but one can also see changes in the social sector as well. The

education and employment fields have changed.

Related Books: - Infrastructure, Hospitality, Medical, Entertainment, Warehouse

It has played a key role in putting India on the global map. It has contributed substantially to the

economic power of the country – it is envisioned to become a US$ 225 billion industry by 2020. With

the new millennium, this industry has become the country’s premier growth engine, crossing

significant milestones in terms of revenue growth, employment generation and value creation in

addition to becoming the global brand ambassador for India.

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
https://niir.org/books/books/infrastructure-hospitality-medical-entertainment-warehouse-real-estate-education-cold-storage-cold-chain-controlled-atmosphere-storage-rural-godowns/z,,a,32,0,a/index.html


Vinyl & Latex Surgical Gloves Manufacturing Business Plan

Vinyl Gloves are made from Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC). Vinyl gloves are ideal for glove users sensitive

to latex gloves and lots of childcare and foodservice establishments will use vinyl exam gloves. Vinyl

gloves stretch to supply a relaxed and comfortable fit but they're not as stretchy or form-fitting as

latex gloves or Nitrile gloves. Vinyl gloves also are the foremost affordable of all glove materials. Vinyl

gloves are a cost-effective alternative for applications where mechanical stress and barrier protection

are of less importance. The skin-friendly material is suitable for users affected by a latex or chemical

allergy.

Related Projects: - Surgical, Medical Plastics, Medical Disposables

A surgical (surgeon’s) glove is formed of natural or synthetic rubber intended to be worn by operating

room personnel to guard a surgical wound from contamination. Surgical gloves have more precise

sizing (numbered sizing, generally from size 5.5 to size 9), and are made to higher specifications.

They’re hand specific.
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the increasing rate of latex allergy among health professionals also as within the general population,

there has been an increasing move to gloves made from non-latex materials such as vinyl or Nitrile

rubber. However, these gloves haven't yet replaced latex gloves in surgical procedures, as gloves made

from alternate materials generally don't fully match the fine control or greater sensitivity to the touch

available with latex surgical gloves.

Related Books:- Disposable Products (Medical, Surgical, Thermocol, Plastic, Paper, Domestic

And General Products)

The India disposable gloves market was valued at $303 million in 2017, and is expected to reach $760

million by 2025, growing at a CAGR of 12.4% during the forecast period. In terms of volume, the

natural rubber gloves segment accounted for more than two-fifth of the total market share in 2017.

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
https://niir.org/books/books/disposable-products-medical-surgical-thermocol-plastic-paper-domestic-general-products-use-throw-items-single-use-items-disposable-take-away-packaging-disposable-items-manufacturing/z,,a,71,0,a/index.html
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The growth of disposable gloves market in India is driven by growing awareness about hygiene,

disease prevention, and safety among the Indian populace coupled with surge within the number of

end users. Moreover, technological advancements in manufacturing gloves and unprecedented

growth of the healthcare sector are expected to supply lucrative opportunities to plug players within

the near future. However, limitations in production capacity and toxic reactions related to the

utilization of certain gloves are expected to impede the market growth. Increasing spending within

the country’s medical sector is probably going to drive product demand over the coming years.

Related Videos: - Disposable Products

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL61bSU5tvb-UgIqEzFC438xtUOPkSAebV


Surgical & N95 Mask Manufacturing Business Plan

A surgical mask, also referred to as a procedure mask, medical mask or just as a face mask, is

meant to be worn by health professionals during surgery and through nursing to catch the bacteria

shed in liquid droplets and aerosols from the wearer's mouth and nose. They not designed to guard

the wearer from inhaling airborne bacteria or virus particles and are less effective than respirators,

like N95 or FFP masks, which give better protection because of their material, shape and tight seal.

Related Projects: - Surgical, Medical Plastics, Medical Disposables

Surgical masks are designed to keep operating rooms sterile, preventing germs from the mouth and

nose of a wearer from contaminating a patient during surgery. Although they have seen a rise in

popularity among consumers during outbreaks such as the corona virus, surgical masks are not

designed to filter out viruses, which are smaller than germs. The India surgical mask market

accounted for $58 million in 2017, and is projected to reach $95 million by 2025, registering a CAGR

of 6.1% from 2018 to 2025.
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https://www.entrepreneurindia.co/project-and-profile-details/Surgical & N95 Mask Manufacturing Business Plan
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Surgical masks are made from natural Fibre, like cotton or disposable linen or synthetic materials,

like polypropylene. They’re manufactured from different layers including a hydrophobic outer layer, a

middle filtering layer, and an inner hydrophilic layer to soak up the fluid and moisture. They used as

a barrier to avoid cross contamination by microorganisms and are used during surgical procedures.

The surgical mask is used by surgeons during procedures and other medical professionals while

interacting with the patients to avoid cross contamination of microorganisms.

Related Books:- Disposable Products (Medical, Surgical, Thermocol, Plastic, Paper, Domestic

And General Products)

The India surgical mask market is driven by various factors, such as increase in elderly population,

increase in adoption of surgical mask in the general population, and surge in prevalence of

contagious and chronic diseases such as tuberculosis and asthma. Furthermore, rise in the number

of medical device manufacturing companies is also anticipated to supplement the growth of the

surgical masks industry.

Related Videos: - Disposable Products
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Business Plan of Gypsum (Hydrated Calcium Sulfate) Plaster Board

Gypsum Plaster Boards are constructional sheets composed of consigned Gypsum with about 15%

Fibre. Its outstanding contributes are fire resistance, dimensional stability, easy workability and low

cost fibres are added to produce crack resistance and for fire resistance water repellent chemicals

could also be added to the board core. Paper-coated plasterboard is formed by method of adding

small amount of additives and reinforced fiber to plaster because the base material and coating the

surface and back of plasterboard with paper. As a replacement generation of green artifact, it's

featured by energy conservation and high added value.

Related Projects: - Construction & Building Materials Projects

Gypsum is used as a fluxing agent, fertilizer, filler in paper and textiles, and retarder in Portland

cement. About three-fourths of the total production is calcined for use as plaster of Paris and as

building materials in plaster, Keene’s cement, board products, and tiles and blocks. Gypsum plaster

is a white cementing material made by partial or complete dehydration of the mineral gypsum,

commonly with special retarders or hardeners added.
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Applied in a plastic state (with water), it sets and hardens by chemical recombination of the gypsum

with water.

 Constructing Building

 In making pottery and mould

 In dental application to make caste and moulds and impression material

 Manufacturing plaster of Paris

 Conditioning soil

 Hardening material in cement

 Filter ingredient in many foods

Related Books:- Cement, Asbestos, Ceramics, Bricks, Limestone And Construction Materials

Manufacturing Technology

The various sources of gypsum in India when developed will yield additionally to high-grade gypsum.

Consistent with the current knowledge the later has prospect of economic use as building materials,

namely plaster, plaster boards and blocks.
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Gypsum plaster boards are often used as covering for walls ceilings and partition in normally by

environments and under controlled conditions of humidity and temperature in buildings. The Indian

marketplace for Gypsum Plaster Board is predicted to succeed in about 333.64 million m2 by 2021

from 221.75 million m2 in 2016, registering a Compounded Annual rate of growth (CAGR) of 8.51%

during the analysis period, 2016-2021BPB, UK took over the corporate and has acquired an 80% stock.

The balance 20% of the capital is with the public.

Related Videos:- Construction & Building Materials Projects

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL61bSU5tvb-V1ZphDfckMgQhq-jbXEoEr


Business Plan for Setting up an Oil Refinery. (Cotton Seed, 

Ground Nut & Sunflower Oil)

The term `Vegetable Oils' and `Edible Oils' are synonymous within the Indian Context because during

this country fats of animal origin such as animal oil and lard aren't used as cooking Medias

nevertheless, Edible oils are a significant source of nutrition. The fatty acids in edible oils are required

by the body as a vehicle for carrying vitamins, and that they provide energy which is twice that of the

cereals. Vegetable oils are obtained from oil seeds, tree crop or seed from the seed of annually grower

crops. They include most of the fatty acids esters of glycerol, commonly called triglycerides which give

the globe with its supplies of edible oils and fats. The fats and oils are respectively solid and liquid at

ambient temperature.

Related Projects: - Edible Oils Projects

The edible oil market in India is projected to grow from around $21.5 billion in 2019 to $35.2 billion by

2025 thanks to increasing disposable income and rising consumer awareness about healthy lifestyle &

wellness.
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Moreover, strong marketing activities by leading edible oil brands, changing tastes and preferences of

consumers, expanding population, and shifting consumption pattern towards branded oils is resulting

in rising consumption of edible oils within the country.

Related Books: - Market Research Report on Edible Oils in India

The India’s oil industry is estimated at Rs. 800 bn. India stands fourth because the world’s largest

after the US, China and Brazil. India is that the third-largest importer of edible oil within the world.

The Solvent Extractors Association of India estimates the refining industry to comprise 15,000 oil

mills, 600 solvent extraction units, 250 Vanaspati (hydrogenated oil) plants and over 600 refineries.

The mustard oil segment is estimated at 20 you take care of the entire edible oil industry; the

unorganized players constitute more than 50 you look after the entire market; the packaged and

branded oil segment constitute only about 10 about are expected to grow significantly.

Related Videos: - Essential Oils, Edible Oils, Phytochemicals, Aromatic Chemicals, Aromatic

Compounds, Spice Oils and Oleoresins Projects
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Earthmover JCB Bucket Pin Manufacturing and JCB Tooth Nuts, 

Bolt and Pin Bush

JCB range of Excavators is the best-in-class, which includes a wide array of large, mid & mini

Excavators in the range of 3 – 38 tones. The range of Excavators has been designed to carry out

various industrial applications like construction, infrastructure, mining, and roads etc. Backed by

innovative technology like Advanced Live Link and dependable after-sales support with JCB Premier

Line Solutions, JCB excavators offer excellence in undertaking any application.

Related Books: - Automobile Industry, Automotive Components & Allied Products Engine Parts

Mechanical Pins are devices used to hold to objects or materials together. They work by being inserted

into a hole, which would prevent the movement of the objects to move perpendicular to the shaft of

the mechanical pins. They are most effective by countering a sheer force, which is applied between the

two materials or objects. They can be used to keep objects in particularly designed locations and

prevent them from moving or slipping out of a desired position.

Related Projects: - Engineering Goods Projects
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Mechanical pins can vary in diameter, material type, coating type, and whether they are solid or tubular.

Each of these characteristics adds to their sheer strength and effectiveness and often determines their

appropriate application and use. Construction Industry in India has grown exponentially in the recent past.

It would not be wrong to say that the industry is maturing in the process. JCB India on its part has been

contributing to it by providing world class construction equipment.

Related Projects: - Automobile Industry and Auto Components, Automotive components, spare parts,

Auto Parts, Car Parts, Replacement Parts

To cater to the growing needs of the industry, we have in the last decade expanded our range from a couple

of models to 20 models and continue to do so. Since, the Indian conditions are unique, JCB is offering

products specific to meet the rigors of Indian terrain and conditions. Specialized attachments such as the

sweeper collector, submersible pump, and hand held tool circuit, ditch cleaning bucket, etc. have been

introduced to bring more mechanization and to tap newer segments. A dedicated design centre is being set

up at our Pune facility to strengthen the R&D department. This design center in addition to designing India

specific products is also going to customize products from our global portfolio for Indian market.
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Spice Powder-Masala Powder (Cryogenic Grinding) Production of (Turmeric, Red Chilli, 

Coriander, Cumin, Cardamom, Cloves, Cassia, Shah Jeera, & Nutmeg Mace Powder)

Spices are non-leafy parts (e.g. bud, fruit, seed, bark, rhizome, and bulb) of plants used as a flavoring

or seasoning, although many also can be used as an herbal medicine. A closely related term, ‘herb’, is

used to distinguish plant parts finding the same uses but derived from leafy or soft flowering parts. the

two terms could also be used for a similar plants during which the fresh leaves are used as herbs, while

other dried parts are used as spices, e.g. coriander, dill. India is that the largest producer, consumer

and exporter of spices Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Orissa, and Rajasthan are major states producing

varieties of spices. The project envisages setting up of a Spices Cryo-grinding unit. This is often a

replacement concept in spices processing, which ends up into higher production with better outcome

quality (aroma and color), than conventional spices grinding unit. This technology uses nitrogen to

regulate the grinding chamber temperature, the results of which is reduction in loss of volatile essential

oils within the spices and better production rate.

Related Projects: - Spices and condiments, Indian Kitchen Spices, Masala Powder
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There is an increasing demand for organic foods from the consumers, to avoid health hazards caused

by pesticides, fertilizers, additives, and other substances that are found in regular food items. This has

fueled the demand for organic spices. Additionally, the rising focus on food safety is additionally

inducing food processing companies to prefer organic spices for the production of organic food items.

India spices powder and blended spices market is expected to grow at an impressive rate during the

forecast period. Major reason for spices powder and blended spices market growth in India is that

India has the largest foodie population in the world, which is largely inclined towards spicy and tasty

food. Besides this, increased consumption of packaged foods and rising disposable income are factors

for market growth. Increasing working population with limited time for cooking has increased the

demand for convenience foods, ultimately increasing the demand for packaged spice products.

Related Books: - Spices and Condiments Cultivation, Processing and Extraction

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
https://niir.org/books/books/spices-condiments-cultivation-processing-extraction-with-formulation-ground-processed-spices-grinding-whole-spices-indian-kitchen-spices-product-mix-kitchen-masala-powder-manufacturing/z,,a,38,0,a/index.html
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There are several benefits of buying packaged spices compared to lose spices as there are less chances

of contamination and assurance of highest quality. Additionally, with the growing consumer preference

towards convenience and high-quality products, the demand for branded and packaged spice products

is expected to increase across the country. The Indian pure packaged and blended spices market has

grown with a CAGR of more than 8% in the forecast period FY 2018-19 to FY 2022-23.

Related Videos: - Indian Kitchen Spices (Masala Powder) Manufacturing, Spices processing,

Spices Powder and Blended Spices, Whole Spices, Readymade mixes

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL61bSU5tvb-WLPMqdZHGlOpXPPz0qWmFI
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Recycling Plant- Aluminium Ingots Manufacturing 

from Aluminium Scrap

Ingots are very large casting products, greater in size and shape than blooms, billets and slabs. Ingot

generally has rectangular/square cross section, but it is not necessary that it should be uniform

throughout its length. Aluminium Alloy Ingots Like LM-2, LM-4, LM-6 which are commonly used in

Gravity and Sand Casting, Pressure Die Casting Alloys like LM-13, LM-14, LM-24, ADC-12, ALSI-132

etc. are also being manufactured as per the Indian and International standards.

Global Aluminium Alloy Market is estimated to reach USD 141610 million by 2026, growing at a CAGR

of 8.31 % between 2018 and 2026. Vedanta has increased the prices of aluminium ingots, billets and

wire rods by more than 1%. The aluminium business accounted for a third of Vedanta's consolidated

sales in the September quarter. Vedanta’s net sales stood at INR 21,739 crore, down from INR 22,432

crore in the same period last year.

Related Projects: - Aluminium and Aluminium Downstream Projects

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
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Aluminium ingots advanced at the non-ferrous metal market here today on sockets’ buying amidst

rising demand from consuming industries. Exports of aluminium ingots from India have been nearly

stagnant over the last three years at around 200 tonnes every year. It is, therefore, recommended that

Aluminium Ingots be included under the Interest Subvention Scheme. An aluminium ingot

constitutes 25 to 30% of the entire aluminium consumed in India. The marketplace for aluminium

ingots in India has been growing at around 12% every year during the previous few years. Jindal

Aluminum and Hidalgo are the most important players within the Extrusion segment with combined

market share of 30%. Aside from FRP and Extrusion, Castings is one large segment which primarily

serves the automotive market and mostly uses Aluminum within the Scrap form.

Related Books:- Steel, Iron, Ferrous, Non-Ferrous Metals With Casting And Forging, Aluminium,

Ferroalloys Technology

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
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India's share in world aluminium market is estimated at around 3%. India ranks fifth in bauxite

production after Australia (62 mn tonnes), Guinea (17.50 mn tonnes), Brazil (16.20 mn tonnes) and

China (10.75 mn tonnes). With a complete output of 9.25 mn tonnes, the country contributes about

6% of the world's total production of 159 mn tonnes, India holds the fifth position in reserves base and

is before China with 2300 mn tonnes. India ranked seventh in alumina production with a complete

output of 3 mn tonnes, a share of nearly 5% of the worldwide production of 61 mn tonnes.

Related Videos: - Packaging Industry, Food Packaging, Paper, Beverage Can, Bottles, Carton,

Plastic Bottles, Corrugated Boxes, Aseptic, Flexible, Aluminium, Glass

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL61bSU5tvb-VN2IryO8FBnWWbwemzWcra


Urea Fertilizer- Start Business in Fertilizer Industry

Fertilizers provide three primary nutrients: Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P) and Potassium (K). Nitrogen

supports vegetative growth. Phosphorus improves roots and flowering. Potassium strengthens

resistance to environmental assaults, from extreme temperatures to pest attacks. Urea is that the

most significant nitrogenous fertilizer within the market, with the very best Nitrogen content (about 46

percent). It’s a white crystalline organic chemical compound. Urea is neutral in pH and may adapt to

most varieties of soils. It’s a waste formed naturally by metabolizing protein in humans also as other

mammals, amphibians and a few fish. Urea is widely utilized in the agricultural sector both as a

fertilizer and animal feed additive.

Related Projects: - Fertilizers, Fertilisers, Inorganic Fertilizers (Mineral Fertilizer)

Urea is typically spread at rates of between 40 and 300 kg/ha (35 to 270 lbs/acre) but rates vary.

Smaller applications incur lower losses due to leaching. During summer, urea is usually spread just

before or during rain to attenuate losses from volatilization (a process wherein nitrogen is lost to the

atmosphere as ammonia gas).
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Urea and ammonia together account for over 50% of the entire nitrogenous fertilizer market share in

terms of both volume and revenue. Urea is additionally leading the merchandise type segment within

the market in terms of growth due to its higher volume of consumption and affordable cost compared

to the opposite products. It’s majorly preferred for acidic soil for crops such as corn, strawberries, and

blueberries.

Related Books: - Biofertilizer, Biofertiliser, Biogas, Organic Farming, Vermicompost,

Vermiculture, Biotechnology

Growing health awareness globally has driven the demand for pulses owing to their dietary protein

content. Pulses can convert and utilize the atmospheric nitrogen and hence consume less volume of

fertilizers compared to the other crops. Both these crops have a demand-supply gap, as their annual

yield does not meet the global requirement. These factors are anticipated to increase the usage of

nitrogen fertilizers for the production of oilseeds & pulses, thus leading to an annual revenue growth

rate of 5.1% from 2019 to 2025 in the market.

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
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Business Plan for Lithium Ion Battery Plant. Manufacturing of Lithium 

Ion Battery- Li-ion battery (Battery Assembly).

Lithium batteries are now powering a good range of electrical and electronically devices, including

laptop computers, mobile phones, power tools, telecommunication systems and new generations of

electrical cars and vehicles. Lithium metal batteries and lithium ion batteries. Basically, the difference

between them is that lithium metal batteries are people who aren't rechargeable, thus, primary, and

lithium ion batteries are people who are often recharged. As an example, your laptop or telephone is

likely to possess a lithium ion battery, whereas your watch may have a lithium metal battery.

Related Projects: - Battery Projects, Automobile Batteries, Lead Acid Battery, Lithium Battery,

Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) Battery

The India lithium-ion battery market is expected to grow at a robust CAGR of 29.26% during the

forecast period, 2018-2023. The Indian automobile sector is one of the most prominent sectors of the

country, accounting for nearly 7.1% of the national GDP.

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
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The industry produced a total of 25.31 million vehicles, including commercial, passenger, two, and

three vehicles and commercial quadricycle in April-March 2017, as against 24.01 million in April-

March 2016. However, India has set itself an ambitious target of having only electric vehicles (EV) by

2030, which is expected to increase the demand for lithium-ion batteries in India, significantly. “In the

coming years, India is expected to witness substantial investments by various companies to set up

their Li-ion battery manufacturing base in the country.

Related Market Research: - Market Research Report on India Lithium-Ion Battery Market

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/
https://niir.org/books/book/market-research-report-on-india-lithium-ion-battery-market-growth-rate-size-share-trend-drivers-competitive-landscape-opportunity-limitations-technological-landscape-regulatory-framework-pestel-analysis-porter%E2%80%99s-analysis-forecast-upto-2027/isbn-9789381039984/zb,,18bce,a,0,0,a/index.html


Sanitary Napkin (Sanitary Pad) Manufacturing – Business Plan

Sanitary Napkin comes under Nonwoven fabrics which as a whole come under technical textile.

Technical textiles are defined as textile materials and products used primarily for their technical

performance and functional properties rather than their aesthetic or decorative characteristics. Some

example of technical textile is as follows:

Fabrics - Reinforcement for composites, cushioning, fillings, electrical components, Insulation, Sports

equipment, toys. Yarn types product - Sutures, Ropes, Fishing gears, shoe components, swings, etc.

Related Projects: - Sanitary Napkins, Baby and Adult Diapers

The Indian sanitary napkin market reached a value of nearly US$ 414 Million in 2016, the market is

expected to reach a value of around US$ 596 Million by 2022, growing at a CAGR of more than 6%

during 2017-2022. Today, the global market for absorbent hygiene products is over US$ 50 bn

(including wipes). The evolution of hygiene products in Europe and the North America has taken 4 to 5

generations. Feminine care was introduced over 100 years ago. Baby diapers were invented 60 years

ago. Adult incontinence products appeared 30 years ago.
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Related: - Market Research Report on FEMININE HYGIENE PRODUCTS (Sanitary Napkins & Pads)

in India Opportunities

Feminine hygiene (lady napkins) is hygiene absorbent products engineered to soak up and retain

bodily fluid without causing any leakage. The user should feel dry and comfy. It consists of an

absorbent pad sandwiched between two sheets of nonwoven fabric. There are 3 major sorts of

products, viz, (a) Thick sanitary napkins. (b) Ultra-thin sanitary napkins. (c) Panty liners getting used

within the market. The dimensions of every and their content vary from market to market.

Feminine hygiene products have seen a moderate growth within the recent years in India. However,

rapid urbanization, growing bourgeoisie people, rising awareness, growing number of working women

and therefore the increasing availability of products like sanitary napkins are some of the most

important growth drivers of feminine hygiene market in India.

Related Videos: - Sanitary Napkins, Baby and Adult Diapers, Feminine Hygiene Products,

Sanitary Pads, Sanitary Towel, Menstrual Pad, Maxi Pad

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
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Pan Masala Sada, Meetha & Zarda Manufacturing Business Plan

Pan Masala is a balanced mixture of betel leaf with lime, areca nut, clove, cardamom, mint, tobacco,

essence and other ingredients. It is an agricultural product with herbal properties, also available in

hygienic pack and pouches. It acts as a mouth freshener and unlike other Western synthetic pan

masala made with chemical and petroleum ingredients, the Indian pan masala is safe. But excessive

use may have adverse effect. Pan Masala is a mixture of nuts, seeds, herbs, and spices which is

served after meals in India.

Despite its growing demand in rural areas, pan masala is gaining prominence in urban areas of

India. Factors like its immense popularity, constantly increasing disposable incomes, convenient

packaging, aggressive advertising campaigns by manufacturers and the large-scale switching of

consumers from tobacco products to pan masala are currently encouraging the growth of pan masala

market.

Related Projects: - Tobacco, Pan Masala, Khaini, Gutkha, Supari, Zarda, Mouth Freshener

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
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The custom of chewing breath fresheners after meals has a very long history, particularly in India.

Pan Masala is a balanced mixture of areca nuts (also known as supari), catechu, cardamom, lime,

flavouring agents and some natural perfuming materials. It is widely used to remove the bad odour of

the mouth by providing a fresh breath and comes in attractive user-friendly packets and containers.

Paan is consumed by an estimated 200-400 million people, mainly Indo-Asians and Chinese. India is

the largest consumer of betel nut, or what we call the paan in the world. The culture of paan eating

rose to the zenith in North India as a mark of cultural custom and sophistication, especially in

Lucknow and the North-east.

Related Books:- Manufacture of Pan Masala, Tobacco and Tobacco Products

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
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#startupinvestment, #startupbusinessidea, #startup2020, #ChemicalsIndustry

#ActivePharmaceuticalIngredient, #Surgical, #MedicalDisposables, #Construction,

#ConstructionMarket #FoodIndustry,

http://www.entrepreneurindia.co/
http://www.niir.org/


For more Projects and further details, 

visit at:

www.entrepreneurindia.co
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Major Queries/Questions Answered in Our 

Report?

www.entrepreneurindia.co

1. How has the industry performed so far and how will it perform in

the coming years?

2. What is the Project Feasibility of the Plant?

3. What are the requirements of Working Capital for setting up the

plant?

4. What is the structure of the industry and who are the key/major

players?
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5. What is the total project cost for setting up the plant?

6. What are the operating costs for setting up the plant?

7. What are the machinery and equipment requirements for setting

up the plant?

8. Who are the Suppliers and Manufacturers of Plant & Machinery for

setting up the plant?

9. What are the requirements of raw material for setting up the

plant?

www.entrepreneurindia.co
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10. Who are the Suppliers and Manufacturers of Rawmaterials for

setting up the plant?

11. What is the Manufacturing Process of the plant?

12. What is the total size of land required for setting up the plant?

13. What will be the income and expenditures for the plant?

14. What are the Projected Balance Sheets of the plant?
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15. What are the requirement of utilities and overheads for setting up

the plant?

16. What is the Built up Area Requirement and cost for setting up the

plant?

17. What are the Personnel (Manpower) Requirements for setting up

the plant?

18. What are Statistics of Import & Export for the Industry?

19. What is the time required to break-even?
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20. What is the Break-Even Analysis of the plant?

21. What are the Project financials of the plant?

22. What are the Profitability Ratios of the plant?

23. What is the Sensitivity Analysis-Price/Volume of the plant?

24. What are the Projected Pay-Back Period and IRR of the plant?

25. What is the Process Flow Sheet Diagram of the plant?

26. What are the Market Opportunities for setting up the plant?

27. What is the Market Study and Assessment for setting up the plant?

28. What is the Plant Layout for setting up the plant?

www.entrepreneurindia.co
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Reasons for Buying Our Report:

• The report helps you to identify a profitable project for investing or

diversifying into by throwing light to crucial areas like industry size,

market potential of the product and reasons for investing in the product

• The report provides vital information on the product like it’s

characteristics and segmentation

• The report helps you market and place the product correctly by

identifying the target customer group of the product

www.entrepreneurindia.co
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• The report helps you understand the viability of the project by

disclosing details like machinery required, project costs and snapshot

of other project financials

• The report provides a glimpse of government regulations applicable

on the industry

• The report provides forecasts of key parameters which helps to

anticipate the industry performance and make sound business

decisions

www.entrepreneurindia.co
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Our Approach:

• Our research reports broadly cover Indian markets, present analysis,

outlook and forecast for a period of five years.

• The market forecasts are developed on the basis of secondary research

and are cross-validated through interactions with the industry players

• We use reliable sources of information and databases. And information

from such sources is processed by us and included in the report

www.entrepreneurindia.co
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Free Instant Online Project Identification and 

Selection Service

Our Team has simplified the process for you by providing a "Free Instant Online Project

Identification & Selection" search facility to identify projects based on multiple search

parameters related to project costs namely: Plant & Machinery Cost, Total Capital

Investment, Cost of the project, Rate of Return% (ROR) and Break Even Point % (BEP).

You can sort the projects on the basis of mentioned pointers and identify a suitable

project matching your investment requisites……Read more
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Download Complete List of Project Reports:

 Detailed Project Reports

Visit:-https://www.entrepreneurindia.co/complete-project-list

NPCS is manned by engineers, planners, specialists, financial experts, economic analysts and

design specialists with extensive experience in the related industries.

Our Market Survey cum Detailed Techno Economic Feasibility Report provides an insight of

market in India. The report assesses the market sizing and growth of the Industry. While

expanding a current business or while venturing into new business, entrepreneurs are often faced

with the dilemma of zeroing in on a suitable product/line.
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And before diversifying/venturing into any product, they wish to study the following

aspects of the identified product:

 Good Present/Future Demand

 Export-Import Market Potential

 Raw Material & Manpower Availability

 Project Costs and Payback Period

The detailed project report covers all aspect of business, from analyzing the market,

confirming availability of various necessities such as Manufacturing Plant, Detailed

Project Report, Profile, Business Plan, Industry Trends, Market Research, Survey,

Manufacturing Process, Machinery, Raw Materials, Feasibility Study, Investment

Opportunities, Cost and Revenue, Plant Economics, Production Schedule,

www.entrepreneurindia.co
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Working Capital Requirement, uses and applications, Plant Layout, Project Financials,

Process Flow Sheet, Cost of Project, Projected Balance Sheets, Profitability Ratios,

Break Even Analysis. The DPR (Detailed Project Report) is formulated by highly

accomplished and experienced consultants and the market research and analysis are

supported by a panel of experts and digitalized data bank.

We at NPCS, through our reliable expertise in the project consultancy and market

research field, have demystified the situation by putting forward the emerging business

opportunity in India along with its business prospects……Read more
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Visit us at:

www.entrepreneurindia.co

www.entrepreneurindia.co

www.niir.org
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Take a look at

on #Street View

https://goo.gl/VstWkd

www.entrepreneurindia.co
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Locate us on 

Google Maps
https://goo.gl/maps/BKkUtq9gevT2

www.entrepreneurindia.

co
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Contact us

106-E, Kamla Nagar, Opp. Mall ST,

New Delhi-110007, India.

Email: npcs.ei@gmail.com , info@entrepreneurindia.co

Tel: +91-11-23843955, 23845654, 23845886 

Mobile: +91-9097075054, 8800733955

Fax: +91-11-23841561

Website : www.entrepreneurindia.co , www.niir.org

Take a look at on #StreetView

https://goo.gl/VstWkd

www.entrepreneurindia.co
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o One of the leading reliable names in industrial world for providing the most

comprehensive technical consulting services

o We adopt a systematic approach to provide the strong fundamental support

needed for the effective delivery of services to our Clients’ in India & abroad

www.entrepreneurindia.co

Who are We?
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o Project Identification

o Detailed Project Reports/Pre-feasibility Reports

o Business Plan

o Market Research Reports

o Technology Books and Directory

o Industry Trend

o Databases on CD-ROM

o Laboratory Testing Services

o Turnkey Project Consultancy/Solutions

o Entrepreneur India (An Industrial Monthly Journal)

www.entrepreneurindia.co

What do We Offer?
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o We have two decades long experience in project consultancy and market 

research field

o We empower our customers with the prerequisite know-how to take sound 

business decisions

o We help catalyze business growth by providing distinctive and profound market 

analysis  

o We serve a wide array of customers , from individual entrepreneurs to 

Corporations and Foreign Investors

o We use authentic & reliable sources to ensure business precision 

www.entrepreneurindia.co

How are We Different ?
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Our Approach

www.entrepreneurindia.co

Requirement collection

Thorough analysis of the 

project

Economic feasibility study of the 

Project

Market potential 

survey/research

Report Compilation
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Who do we Serve?

o Public-sector Companies

o Corporates

o Government Undertakings

o Individual Entrepreneurs

o NRI’s

o Foreign Investors

o Non-profit Organizations, NBFC’s

o Educational Institutions 

o Embassies & Consulates

o Consultancies

o Industry / trade associations

www.entrepreneurindia.cowww.niir.org
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Sectors We Cover

o Ayurvedic And Herbal Medicines, Herbal Cosmetics

o Alcoholic And Non Alcoholic Beverages, Drinks

o Adhesives, Industrial Adhesive, Sealants, Glues, 

Gum & Resin

o Activated Carbon & Activated Charcoal

o Aluminium And Aluminium Extrusion Profiles & 

Sections,

o Bio-fertilizers And Biotechnology

o Breakfast Snacks And Cereal Food

o Bicycle Tyres & Tubes, Bicycle Parts, Bicycle 

Assembling

www.entrepreneurindia.cowww.niir.org
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Sectors We Cover Cont…

o Bamboo And Cane Based Projects

o Building Materials And Construction Projects

o Biodegradable & Bioplastic Based Projects

o Chemicals (Organic And Inorganic)

o Confectionery, Bakery/Baking And Other 

Food

o Cereal Processing

o Coconut And Coconut Based Products

o Cold Storage For Fruits & Vegetables

o Coal & Coal Byproduct

www.entrepreneurindia.cowww.niir.org
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Sectors We Cover  Cont…

o Copper & Copper Based Projects

o Dairy/Milk Processing

o Disinfectants, Pesticides, Insecticides, Mosquito 

Repellents,

o Electrical, Electronic And Computer based 

Projects

o Essential Oils, Oils & Fats And Allied

o Engineering Goods

o Fibre Glass & Float Glass

o Fast Moving Consumer Goods

o Food, Bakery, Agro Processing

www.entreprneurindia.cowww.niir.org
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Sectors We Cover  Cont…

o Fruits & Vegetables Processing

o Ferro Alloys Based Projects

o Fertilizers & Biofertilizers

o Ginger & Ginger Based Projects

o Herbs And Medicinal Cultivation And Jatropha

(Biofuel)

o Hotel & Hospitability Projects

o Hospital Based Projects

o Herbal Based Projects

o Inks, Stationery And Export Industries

www.entrepreneurindia.cowww.niir.org
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Sectors We Cover  
Cont…

o Infrastructure Projects

o Jute & Jute Based Products

o Leather And Leather Based Projects

o Leisure & Entertainment Based Projects

o Livestock Farming Of Birds & Animals

o Minerals And Minerals

o Maize Processing(Wet Milling) & Maize Based Projects

o Medical Plastics, Disposables Plastic Syringe, Blood 

Bags

o Organic Farming, Neem Products Etc.

www.entrepreneurindia.cowww.niir.org
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Sectors We Cover  Cont…

o Paints, Pigments, Varnish & Lacquer

o Paper And Paper Board, Paper Recycling Projects

o Printing Inks

o Packaging Based Projects

o Perfumes, Cosmetics And Flavours

o Power Generation Based Projects & Renewable Energy 

Based Projects

o Pharmaceuticals And Drugs

o Plantations, Farming And Cultivations

o Plastic Film, Plastic Waste And Plastic Compounds

o Plastic, PVC, PET, HDPE, LDPE Etc.

www.entrepreneurindia.cowww.niir.org
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Sectors We Cover  Cont…

o Potato And Potato Based Projects

o Printing And Packaging

o Real Estate, Leisure And Hospitality

o Rubber And Rubber Products

o Soaps And Detergents

o Stationary Products

o Spices And Snacks Food

o Steel & Steel Products

o Textile Auxiliary And Chemicals

www.entrepreneurindia.cowww.niir.org
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Sectors We Cover  Cont…

o Township & Residential Complex

o Textiles And Readymade Garments

o Waste Management & Recycling

o Wood & Wood Products

o Water Industry(Packaged Drinking Water & Mineral 

Water)

o Wire & Cable

www.entrepreneurindia.cowww.niir.org
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To get a detailed scenario of the industry along with 

its structure and classification

To provide a comprehensive analysis of the industry 

by covering aspects like:

Growth drivers of the industry

Latest market trends

Insights on regulatory framework

SWOT Analysis

Demand-Supply Situation

Foreign Trade

Porters 5 Forces Analysis

www.niir.org
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To provide forecasts of key parameters which helps to 

anticipate the industry performance

To help chart growth trajectory of a business by detailing 

the factors that affect the industry growth

To help an entrepreneur/manager in keeping abreast with 

the changes in the industry

To evaluate the competitive landscape of the industry by 

detailing:

Key players with their market shares

Financial comparison of present players

www.niir.org
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Venturist/Capitalists

Entrepreneur/Companies

Industry Researchers

Investment Funds

Foreign Investors, NRI’s

Project Consultants/Chartered Accountants

Banks

Corporates

Click here for list

www.niir.org
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Online Research

Industry Journals

Secondary
Research

Primary
Research

Industry Experts

Industry Industry
Sources Associations

Companies

Surveys

One-on-one
Interactions

Databases

www.niir.org
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Present Status

(Indian & 

Global)

Macro Environment

Indian Market

Outlook & Forecasts 

(5Years)

Demand Assessment

SWOT & Porters

Analysis

Internal Market 

Analysis

www.niir.org
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Our research team comprises of experts from 

various financial fields:

MBA’s

Industry Researchers

Financial Planners

Research veterans with decades of experience

www.niir.org
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•1. Overview

•2.   Market Analysis

2.1Growth Drivers

2.2Emerging Trends in the Industry

2.3Regulatory Framework

2.4SWOT Analysis

2.5Herfindahl–Hirschman Index (HHI)

•3.   Market Forecasts

•4.   Key Players

www.niir.org
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5.   Key Financials and Analysis

5.1 Contact Information

5.2 Key Financials

5.3 Financial comparison

6.  Industry Size & Outlook

www.niir.org
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Contact us

106-E, Kamla Nagar, Opp. Mall ST,

New Delhi-110007, India.

Email: npcs.ei@gmail.com , info@entrepreneurindia.co

Tel: +91-11-23843955, 23845654, 23845886

Mobile: +91-9097075054, 8800733955

Website : www.entrepreneurindia.co , www.niir.org

Take a look at on  #StreetView

https://goo.gl/VstWkd

www.entrepreneurindia.co
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Follow Us

www.entrepreneurindia.co
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For more information, visit us at: 

www.entrepreneurindia.co
www.niir.org
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